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ABSTRACT

A growing interest in producing and sharing computable biomedical knowledge artifacts (CBKs) is increasing the demand for repositories that validate, catalog, and provide shared access to CBKs. However, there is a lack of evidence on how best to manage and sustain CBK repositories. In this paper, we present the results of interviews with several pioneering CBK repository owners. These interviews were informed by the Trusted Repositories Audit and Certification (TRAC) framework. Insights gained from these interviews suggest that the organizations operating CBK repositories are somewhat new, that their initial approaches to repository governance are informal, and that achieving economic sustainability for their CBK repositories is a major challenge. To enable a learning health system to make better use of its data intelligence, future approaches to CBK repository management will require enhanced governance and closer adherence to best practice frameworks to meet the needs of myriad biomedical science and health communities. More effort is needed to find sustainable funding models for accessible CBK artifact collections.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, digital repositories have become critically important information resources for large businesses, publishers, universities, governments, and cultural institutions. Universities especially have invested heavily in institutional repositories that promote scholarly communication and preserve intellectual works [1]. Beyond journal publications, other types of digital materials such as monographs, theses, dissertations, preprints, conference proceedings, lecture notes, and data sets are increasingly being stored in digital repositories and shared with a broader public audience [1]. Decreasing digital storage costs, the development of new metadata standards for digital artifacts, and the advent of open-source software platforms for the preservation and management of digital content have made it somewhat easier and cheaper to provide public and private digital repositories [1].

Since many scientific fields have distinctly computational branches (e.g., digital humanities or computational biology), complete scholarly communication increasingly requires sharing software along with written publications and data sets. Over the past several years, interest in curating and maintaining a wide variety of scientific software artifacts has been growing [2]. Here we focus on one aspect of this movement to share computer-processable scientific content. Our focus is on a wide spectrum of evidence-based statistical and logical models about biomedicine and human health, especially in cases when those models can either be processed or executed by computing machines, i.e., computable biomedical knowledge artifacts (CBKs). It is important to understand this emergent field to have a better understanding of how novel forms of information are made available to further enhance the information infrastructure supporting the delivery of health care.

To help explain what CBKs are and are not, we rely on Boxwala et al.’s four-level knowledge representation framework [3]. According to this framework, Level 1 knowledge representations include written papers, tables, and graphics intended for people to read. Next, Level 2 representations of knowledge include semi-structured data objects that are suitable for computer processing. Therefore, certain computer-readable configuration files and knowledge represented using various forms of markup (e.g., XML) are included in Level 2. Moving up a level, Level 3 representations of knowledge have highly formalized content providing instructions that computing machines can execute. In short, Level 3 includes procedural software code. Finally, Level 4 representations of knowledge involve procedural software code that is already deployed in one or more real-world computing environments. Level 4 knowledge representations are operable and live instances of running code [3, 4].

The repositories we examined collect artifacts exhibiting both Level 2 (computer processable) and Level 3 (machine-executable) representations of biomedical and health knowledge. Collectively, we refer to these representations as computable biomedical knowledge artifacts (CBKs). As such, CBKs include representations of statistical models, computable guidelines, executable rules, and other types of computer-processable and executable biomedical content. Our primary aim is to learn more about current approaches being taken to establish and operate CBK repositories.
2. BACKGROUND ABOUT KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

The need for active, sustained knowledge management efforts in biomedicine to keep track of what the world knows about human biology and health is longstanding. Now that need is simultaneously growing and changing rapidly. Corresponding with increased global investment in artificial intelligence (AI) from $1.3B in 2010 to almost $70B in 2019 [5], biomedicine is experiencing a rapid increase in CBK related to artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) [6, 7]. To improve healthcare and achieve gains in human health, more people are producing and sharing computable analytic procedures, risk-scoring, and predictive AI/ML models, computable guidelines, clinical decision support artifacts, and other types of useful CBKs [8–11]. Meanwhile, extraordinary increases in the world’s knowledge of human genetics are changing how diseases are diagnosed and treated with the help of CBKs [12]. Scientists now express hope that by using CBKs, the time lag between biomedical discovery and implementation of corresponding improvements in global clinical practices will be greatly reduced [13, 14]. Along these same lines, healthcare experts now call for more application of data intelligence to routine clinical practice [15, 16].

At present, digital repositories holding collections of shareable CBKs are novel and have not yet been widely studied [14]. Some CBKs are used in clinical practice to generate advice related to the care of individuals. These CBK artifacts are components of Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS). There is some relevant prior work on managing the knowledge in CDSS. It has been suggested that healthcare organizations using CDSS should form committees to review and validate CBK content and routinely analyze the relevance and value of the CBK in CDSS for advice recipients [17–19]. One study has argued for federal governance and a regulatory regime for CBK artifacts [20]. It is also clear that organizations currently implementing CDSS have developed differing governance and content management approaches [17]. The success of existing efforts to manage shareable CBK artifacts used by CDSS, such as the Agency for Health Research and Quality’s (AHRQ’s) CDS Connect program, ultimately depends on good governance arrangements [21].

Additionally, there is a large body of prior work on knowledge management that can help guide studies like this one [22–25]. Despite the large body of prior work on knowledge management, there is still a gap in evaluating current governance, particularly for CBK repositories, which motivates our study. To help frame our work, we limit this background discussion of advances in knowledge management to the scope of the Trusted Repositories Audit and Certification (TRAC) guidelines for digital repositories [25, 26]. These guidelines usefully summarize years of exploring and learning what it takes to manage evidence-based digital knowledge artifacts of all types over the long haul.

The TRAC guidelines are based on prior work to develop the Open Archival Information System (OAIS) Reference Model [27]. OAIS is widely recognized in the knowledge management community as the standard model to follow for better repository infrastructure [28]. OAIS’ conceptual model stipulates what is generally needed to ensure the long-term preservation of knowledge artifacts and to manage an archival information system [28]. For these reasons, OAIS calls out the processes of ingesting, archiving, describing, and sharing digital knowledge artifacts. It also emphasizes the need for planning and administration to have reliable knowledge repositories. Useful though it is, OAIS offers only the highest level of guidance to repository builders [29].
Before TRAC, to extend the OAIS, the Research Libraries Group, Inc. (RLG) and the Online Computer Library System (OCLC) published the TDR, a guide to achieving Trusted Digital Repositories (TDR). The TDR lists attributes of trusted repositories, enumerate who is responsible for achieving those attributes, and establishes criteria for assessing trustworthiness [25]. Further work to refine the TDR resulted in the TRAC framework [26].

The TRAC framework outlines a set of knowledge repository-related attributes that can be assessed to measure overall digital repository trustworthiness. As shown in Figure 1 below, TRAC divides its attributes into three broad groups: Organizational Infrastructure, Digital Artifact Management, and Technology and Security. TRAC then defines, for each attribute, one or more measurable indicators for determining the degree to which each attribute has been realized by any given knowledge repository.

TRAC was not created with CBKs in mind. Instead, TRAC was formulated to assess digital repositories that preserve and share artifacts represented in human-readable formats (i.e., Level 1 artifacts on the Boxwala et al. framework outlined above). Therefore, CBK repositories may require different organizational infrastructure, technology, and security. However, standard auditing tools used to assess the trustworthiness of digital libraries, such as the TRAC, still offer valued guidance on standards, policies, and governance arrangements that may help ensure the effective and sustainable operation of any digital repository, including those holding CBKs [25, 26].

As TRAC suggests, the governance of CBK repositories is as important as their knowledge representation, ingestion, and storage processes [17]. Considering repository governance practices early in the design of CBK repositories has the potential to minimize unintended consequences and wasted effort [19].

Our aim is to describe a group of early CBK repositories and their current approaches to CBK repository governance, thereby advancing understanding of how existing CBK repositories are conceived and managed.
and which strategies have been employed to ensure trust, sustainability and growth. Here we examine the organization and governance of a sample of four existing CBK repositories against the relevant sections of the TRAC framework. We also examine the perceptions of operators and managers of CBK repositories about what constitutes suitable CBK repository organization and governance. Our study describes and thus reveals information about 1) the landscape within which new CBK repositories are being developed and 2) the current governance structures and strategies for ensuring trust, sustainability, and growth exhibited by this sample of CBK repositories. Since the application of data intelligence in practice involves generating and deploying certain types of CBKs, we believe CBK repositories are key components of data intelligence infrastructures [30].

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our study population was a select group of existing CBK repositories in North America and Europe. Each CBK repository currently collects, manages, stores, and shares CBKs and accompanying metadata about CBKs.

We selected CBK repositories by first identifying 42 candidate repositories in consultation with experts in computable knowledge for health and health research, including the research team, as well as members and leadership of the Mobilizing Computable Biomedical Knowledge network (see www.mobilizecbk.org). Next, we applied the following criteria to finalize our list of included CBK repositories. To be included, each repository had to be accessible online, make some or all its CBK content publicly available, and have sufficient CBK content under management to suggest that the repository founders had previously considered questions of CBK repository governance and/or organization. Since the focus of our study is specifically on repositories that hold and manage CBKs, repositories of human-readable documents and PDFs, repositories of datasets, and more generally, digital libraries with only human-readable and non-machine processable biomedical knowledge (i.e., Level 1 or Level 2) content were excluded.

Based on the inclusion criteria, we initially identified six candidate CBK repositories. Participating CBK repositories were then recruited into our study by emails sent to listed accounts for CBK repository organizers or managers. Representatives of four of our six candidate CBK repositories agreed to participate (repositories A, B, C, D). For the four participating CBK repositories, interviews with CBK repository organizers or managers lasted one hour and were conducted by video conference between August and September 2020. All four interviews were recorded and transcribed, providing our data set.

To collect these data, we created an interview protocol with open-ended questions (supplementary material). Our questions stemmed from items in the TRAC Framework and covered organizational infrastructure, digital artifact management, technical infrastructure, and security. Before collecting data about CBK repositories, we validated our interview protocol through test interviews with managers of two digital repositories currently in operation at the University of Michigan.

To triangulate our findings, we consulted the websites for each of the participating CBK repositories to identify mission statements, organizational principles, governance documents, and other documentation.
relevant to the dimensions of the TRAC framework. We also searched the peer-reviewed literature for documentation of the CBK repositories and their artifacts. To uphold the anonymity of the participating repositories, we intentionally do not cite any papers that mention the four repositories studied.

### 3.1 Data Analysis

The recordings and transcripts from our four interviews were analyzed using an inductive approach to thematic analysis [31, 32]. We applied the TRAC framework to develop codes that were then organized and iteratively defined based on the data. The transcripts were coded by two coders using MAXQDA 2020 (VERBI Software, 2020). Relevant texts from the transcripts were independently categorized by each coder into the various TRAC codes to form coded text segments. The coders met to resolve any differences in coding. The final coded segments within each TRAC code were then analyzed to further summarize the data. Two of the three highest-level categories from TRAC (Figure 1) guided our analysis: organizational infrastructure and digital artifact management. We did not focus specifically on issues of technology and security.

TRAC’s higher-level category of organizational infrastructure has sub-categories for governance, organizational structure, repository mandate or purpose, scope, roles, and responsibilities, funding, and finances, contracts, and licenses. Within the higher-level Digital Artifact Management category from the TRAC framework, related sub-categories include ingestion (acquisition and creation of an archivable package), preservation (documentation and storage), information management, and access management.

### 4. RESULTS

The resulting repository sample included both private and government-initiated repositories intended to address research challenges faced by certain research communities. Overall, CBK repository governance ranged from highly organized and established multi-institution partnerships to more nascent governance structures led by a small team of researchers. These smaller repositories, however, could respond more quickly to community-defined needs and were in the process of constant evolution. Well-established, multi-institution repositories could better describe their overall organization and plans due to more stable sources of funding and more standardized processes. Newer repositories, however, were more agile in their governance approach, leaving open the possibility of innovative governance and newer approaches to repository management.

#### 4.1 Results about Organizational Infrastructure

All four computable biomedical knowledge (CBK) repositories studied were born out of a need to address gaps in existing resources or to provide structure and routine to ease the workload of researchers working in well-defined, often project-based communities (Table 1).
Table 1. Summary of results about three aspects of Organizational Infrastructure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Repository A</th>
<th>Repository B</th>
<th>Repository C</th>
<th>Repository D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The gap being addressed by the CBK repository</td>
<td>Lack of harmony across datasets and algorithms used for machine learning in a wide variety of domain areas</td>
<td>Lack of repository infrastructure to support research collaborations for many scientific projects</td>
<td>Lack of repository infrastructure for sharing previously trained predictive models</td>
<td>Lack of repository infrastructure for sharing previously trained predictive models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of CBK artifact collection</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding</td>
<td>Research grants</td>
<td>Research grants, institutional and foundation support</td>
<td>Research grants and institutional support</td>
<td>Research grants and institutional support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also analyzed each repository’s mission statement but do not quote those statements here to maintain repository anonymity. According to the TRAC framework, an adequate mission statement should reflect “a commitment to the long-term retention of, management of, and access to digital information” [26]. Motivations for creating the repositories expressed in mission statements included all the following: enabling reproducibility of scientific studies, publishing CBK, sharing CBK within research teams, sharing CBK across research teams, making CBK findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR), storing and archiving CBK, and accelerating biomedical research overall.

While three CBK repository mission statements did not describe a long-term commitment, two did describe plans to ensure future sustainability. One repository owner described their CBK repository in an ephemeral manner, anticipating better technology in the future that will render their own CBK repository no longer necessary or relevant, and noted that this determination shaped the development of the repository’s infrastructure, stating: “My hunch is that much better models will be developed in the future. So, the time to live is limited [for] pragmatic reasons. […] if this were the goal, then I think the infrastructure [of the repository] would be slightly different.”

Organizational Structure and Staffing: For the youngest CBK repositories, we found the organizational structure to be largely ad hoc and continuously developed in response to emerging needs. Two of the four repositories included in this study retain a small core team of developers but lack the resources necessary to recruit additional staff. For these repositories, many build and maintenance activities are conducted by volunteers. The few full-time programmers that are responsible for platform maintenance are paid using grants and institutional research funding.

By contrast, the other two repositories are larger and have a more structured leadership and governance arrangement in addition to teams of developers. In the case of Repository B, leadership consisted of a distributed network of two co-directors who are supported by a community of leaders, technical experts, researchers, students, and administrative staff. According to one respondent, a third of the team are developers and two-thirds are community support workers who work with project teams to ensure data and CBK sharing standards are upheld. For another repository, demand from a growing community of users
necessitated the emergence of two branches: an engineering group responsible for platform development and a Steering Committee focused on future planning, partner management, and prioritization of future tasks.

Procedural Accountability and Preservation Policy: Within TRAC, the description of procedural accountability includes a definition for “designated community.” A designated community is “an identified group of potential consumers who should be able to understand a particular set of information” [26, 33]. Each repository studied was born from otherwise unmet needs for replicability, transparency, and harmonization within one or more research communities. Thus, community identification is straightforward but implied and may include anyone with research interests that align with each community. For example, one repository defined its designated community as a community comprised of “anyone excited about open science and machine learning”. Otherwise, explicit statements describing the designated communities for each repository were not evident.

Financial Sustainability and Funding: In general, the repositories began either as a grant-funded research or PhD projects. While one repository benefits from large national and institutional sources of funding, the other repositories depend mainly on research and university grants to sustain their operations, making them more financially vulnerable (Table 1). Sustainable business strategies were not yet evident, yet they may be particularly important for these repositories with otherwise limited infrastructure and resources.

Contracts, Licenses, and Liabilities: Contracts are largely absent for these CBK repositories. Instead, they rely on informal community norms or codes of conduct to safeguard the repository from sabotage and uphold intellectual property rights. Two of the four CBK repositories use open-source licensing. Default licenses such as Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) or Creative Commons CC0 Public Domain Dedication licenses, as well as Creative Commons Attribution license (CC-BY) licenses, were used by some repositories, enabling CBK artifact reuse, downstream modification, and further distribution by non-originators of CBKs. One repository employed negotiated control, embargos, limited permissions, and staged sharing or sharing freely within a specified group while offering only limited access to all others.

4.2 Results about Digital Artifact Management

Table 2. Summary of results about three aspects of Digital Artifact Management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Repository A</th>
<th>Repository B</th>
<th>Repository C</th>
<th>Repository D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>Automatic extraction; users upload</td>
<td>Content from authenticated member-users only</td>
<td>Content from repository users and from select publishers</td>
<td>Content from small group of developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingestion</td>
<td>Active curation and testing</td>
<td>Varies by user and project</td>
<td>Both active curation and testing and acceptance of artefacts “as is”</td>
<td>Active curation and testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal written CBK</td>
<td>Not evident</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not evident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>artifact preservation policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access control</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes, by project</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes, some licenses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Under digital artifact management, we examined how the repositories acquired, maintained, and stored content, managed information, and controlled access to their CBK artifacts. A summary of these results is provided in Table 2 above.

**Digital Artifact Acquisition:** Acquisition strategies varied among the four repositories we examined. As an open-source repository, Repository A allows unmediated user deposit of CBK artifacts. In contrast, as a self-described “community of communities”, Repository B gets its content primarily from authenticated member or user contributions. Repository C is somewhat unique, in that it both acquires content directly from contributors, and is part of the publishing pathway for specific journals. Authors deposit models with Repository C and receive an accession number, which is published with the final paper. In contrast to the other repositories, the development team for Repository D, which serves primarily as a distribution platform, is responsible for more than 50% of the artifacts in this repository.

**Digital Artifact Ingestion:** While the four repositories allow mostly unmediated deposit, we found that there were a variety of intake processes that took place after CBK content has been uploaded to these four repositories.

Repository A, which operates on an open-source model, automatically extracts metadata for storage, and has a two-level review process. In review level one, new CBK artifacts are assessed to be sure that they function correctly; in review level two, CBK artifacts’ software code quality is evaluated to determine whether others would be able to work with the resource. This is an open review process. While Repository A currently has a team of 6 core developers, anyone in the community can comment on, discuss, or make contributions to a CBK resource.

Repository C has two different tracks for taking in deposited CBK artifacts. Some of its CBK artifacts are highly curated but others are not. In this case, curated machine learning (ML) models are evaluated for reproducibility against standardized dataset samples and must be able to reproduce at least one result from the related published manuscripts. Curated ML models are also tagged and supplemented with metadata to enhance CBK ML model search and findability; for example, ontologies are used to describe biological pathways, and biomedical concept identifiers are added.

Repository D uses a combination of automated and manual processes for post-deposit intake processing, testing incoming CBK artifact ML models using author-provided tests to be sure that all required fields are complete and that tests pass when conducted by groups other than the original author team. Required information includes a description of the ML model, the URL and path, the framework in which the ML model is implemented, the validation hash for the ML model’s code, and a list of ML model dependencies. The ML model may also be tested against a contributor-provided test file to verify expected outputs. The team also verifies that any software packages required to use the ML model are available. Finally, the ML model’s license is verified, at which point Repository D will host the materials and make them available for access and download.
Preservation: Maintenance and Archival Storage: Some of the repositories we examined do not have formal preservation or retention policies, but all four CBK repositories generally avoid deleting or removing content from the repository. For example, Repository A may deactivate content but will generally not delete it, as users may still need it as a reference.

Related to long-term CBK artifact preservation, Repository D does not remove content but also does not make any promises with regards to “time to live” (TTL). TTL is limited for pragmatic reasons—e.g., dependencies which are needed for ML models, or systems which manage software packages may themselves become deprecated. Currently, at Repository D, CBK artifacts in the form of ML models are regularly tested through automated processes to be sure they still run, but this is a practice rather than a policy. We found that Repository B does not have a formal service-level agreement for preservation, but it generally follows the CoreTrustSeal requirements although its operators have not yet applied for this seal.

Repository C states that once a resource receives an accession number, it remains in the system for the projected (open-ended) lifespan of the resource. Both Repository B and Repository C receive institutional support, which ensures a different kind of sustainability.

Information and Access Management: Of the four repositories, Repositories A and C are fully open; content in Repository C is released under a Creative Commons (CC) 0 license. Additionally, most of Repository D’s content is also fully open, although some resources are restricted by license e.g., no commercial use), and others require authentication via GitHub for access. In contrast, content in Repository B is accessible, but not necessarily open; content contributors are able to set various levels of permission, and embargo periods.

5. DISCUSSION

We reviewed the accessible literature on four CBK repositories and interviewed individuals who are responsible for implementing the policies of these repositories to examine governance structures and strategies for ensuring sustainability and trust. Our aim was to contribute to an understanding of the overall sociotechnical infrastructure required to establish and maintain sustainable CBK repositories within a larger CBK ecosystem. In general, we found that governance was closely aligned with repository maturity, and that initial plans for governance are likely a necessary feature of any group forging a new CBK repository.

For the four actual repositories studied, current approaches to CBK repository organization and governance largely do not align with more formal models described by the TRAC framework. The maturity of the repositories reviewed significantly influences their governance and operational structures. For example, the youngest repository as at the time of review had no governance arrangement while the other three had put in place at varying level of sophistication structures for community development including arrangements to link their operations to industry.

Despite a lack of emphasis on formal governance, primary functions related to CBK ingest, management, access, and archival storage are well-documented across all four platforms. All the repositories reviewed
have documented protocols on their websites to guide producers on how to prepare and ingest content into the repository, how the content is managed, accessed, and used. Additionally, in interviews, stakeholders for the four repositories all demonstrated an understanding of their designated communities, even if this knowledge is not explicit on the repositories’ websites.

**Implications for Repository Management:** Our study suggests several key considerations for those engaged in managing CBK repositories. For example, a ‘general platform’ of CBK repositories operating in a large ecosystem would require a governance infrastructure that establishes standards and caters to the needs of various designated communities. This has downstream implications for the governance of individual repositories that would link into this ecosystem. A resource’s designated community determine its policies and practices, and influence its long-term commitment to the retention, preservation, and access to digital information [33]. The starting point for governance of a CBK repository could be articulating a formal mission statement which describes the designated community and specifies linkages between repository mission and its designated community.

Critically, this mission statement could also help to formalize community norms around data description, data sharing, and the responsibilities of content creators and content consumers. This is essential, as the CBK movement brings together stakeholders with different constructs for ethical engagement. While biomedical research is guided by ethical principles of justice, autonomy, beneficence, and non-maleficence, CBK repositories draw on ethics of open science and the principles of FAIRness, ensuring that research products are Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable [34]. Additionally, the community ethos of open-source software and code often plays a prominent role in the current governance of CBK repositories. Despite the demonstrated efficacy of this approach within the context of specific repositories, this is not transferrable to clinical settings. A sustainable CBK ecosystem requires a governance framework that ensures rather than assumes the good intentions of the individual members of its community.

Finally, to be trusted by both content contributors and consumers, a CBK repository requires a sustainability strategy that enables it to carry out its mission, despite resourcing challenges. The four repositories we reviewed were funded by grants and their financial procedures and accountability were in accordance with those of their parent organizations. This provides varying levels of security, again tied both to the maturity of the resource, and established external dependencies or relationships. The CBK repositories we interviewed were connected to research enterprises; there are currently limited capabilities to connect to clinical enterprises. There is a need for developing the technical infrastructure and sustainable business models that preserve the interest of their designated communities while harnessing the benefits of private enterprise. While this may depend mainly on individual repositories, the existence of a trusted entity that could certify quality and reliability [20] may serve as a catalyst. Similarly, development guided by stakeholder involvement and CBK maturity and/or deployment models might also be explored.

**Implications for Learning Health Systems:** The goals of the four CBK repositories studied here suggest the key role of these organizations as central to establishing links between research and practice—a key attribute of learning health systems. While the organizations studied here varied in how long they have
been in practice, they all suggested that publishing CBK workflows should be established and formalized. This level of transparency would promote the trustworthiness of CBK repositories as integral parts of the CBK ecosystem, and would promote trust in CBK artifacts, as suggested elsewhere [35]. Further supporting trust and trustworthiness would be clear demonstrations of the feasibility and utility of CBK to deliver knowledge into practice.

**Implications for Policy:** Establishing standards or best practices for the governance of CBK repositories is a necessary step to ensuring that a robust and sustainable repository infrastructure can meet what will likely be increasing demand for storing and sharing validated CBK. For example, we assume that a large portion of human-readable biomedical knowledge will increasingly be transformed into—or published as—machine readable and executable code that can be deployed to inform patient care. Additionally, we anticipate that learning health systems will have at their disposal applied and adaptive artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) algorithms to improve health service delivery. CBK repositories may be one mechanism by which validated CBK can be responsibly managed and equitably shared. This will require more mature governance and organizational models than are currently in common practice. It will also require investments that can ensure sustained funding for the development and deployment of a broad range of CBK artifacts. The repositories described in our study provide a public service and/or set of public goods (i.e., CBK) which carry costs that are not covered by open access policies. This is evident in our finding that the current work of CBK repositories is constrained by funding availability for limited range of processes and have emerged from centers that have a heavy academic focus, with limited links to private enterprise. Strengthening this connection is one mechanism for ensuring sustainability. Other business models based on paid membership, for example, might also be explored.

**Limitations:** This exploratory study has limitations that should be acknowledged. We have examined a narrow slice of the knowledge management landscape, choosing to focus on knowledge management as it relates to medical information and to computable (rather than just digital) knowledge. We also chose to emphasize in our research the issues in knowledge management that relate to the governance as articulated in TRAC, rather than issues related to technology of CBK artifacts. Our research is unique in its empirical approach to understanding current practice related to governance of knowledge repositories in the biomedical field. Consistent with qualitative research studies, our goal is not to generalize broadly but to provide insight into current practices of knowledge repositories in the context of computable biomedical knowledge [36]. Our approach in conducting interviews highlighted important information that is not routinely available on publicly available websites. Future studies should examine technology and additional governance features outside of the scope of the current study. Future studies should also test the generalizability of our findings to other types of repositories in larger knowledge management ecosystem, such as those managed privately or in proprietary EHR systems.

6. CONCLUSION

As the use of CBK artifacts develop and more actors participate in knowledge translation and sharing, more robust organizational infrastructure would be needed to ensure the trustworthiness and effective
operations of an ecosystem of multiple platforms. An understanding of how the emerging CBK repositories is governed or managed provides useful inputs into any efforts to develop the sociotechnical infrastructure needed to ensure the effective operation of a federation of digital libraries that curate, store and share actionable computable biomedical knowledge.
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